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Ancient History - A Level 
 
In our first Getting Ahead sheet, we explored the Greek world by looking at two key 
battles from the Persian Wars. This time we will focus on the Roman side of the 
course. You will study two Roman units: the Julio-Claudian Emperors and Roman 
Britain. 
 
How did the Roman Republic become the Empire, under one-man rule? 
Rome was, according to mythology, established by Romulus and Remus in the 8th 
Century BC, and was ruled by kings up until the late 6th Century BC. From this point 
it was a Republic, based on democratic voting by all citizens of the city (although the 
aristocrats dominated politics, as you will see).  By the end of the 1st Century BC, the 
Republic was in its dying days – wealthy individuals were subverting power and 
popular leaders were using rhetoric to sway the population to support them. There 
were periods of civil war and great violence in Rome itself. From this chaos rose 
Julius Caesar, who installed himself as ‘Dictator for Life’ and was promptly murdered 
by a group of Senators (Rome’s politicians). His adopted son, Octavian, then cut a 
bloody swathe to power becoming the first Emperor, Augustus, and ending the 
democratic Republic. The Julio-Claudian dynasty was born. 
 
Read  
Read about the history of the Republic 
Read the Ancient History Encyclopaedia on the Republic and consider  

a) Why the Republic lasted so long and what made it stable 
b) Which factors led to the decline of the Republic 

 
https://www.ancient.eu/Roman_Republic/  
 
Watch 
How the Romans saw themselves and key events in their history 
Mary Beard’s series Ultimate Rome: Empire without end gives a good insight into 
how Romans thought. The first episode is linked below and discusses the stories 
Romans told about their city and themselves, and what this tells us about their 
culture.   

https://www.hsdc.ac.uk/study-with-us/havant-campus/
https://www.ancient.eu/Roman_Republic/
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Channel 5’s Eight days that made Rome (presented by Bettany Hughes) will 
introduce you to some key events in Roman history (episodes 3, 4, 5 and 6 are 
directly relevant to the units we study but they are all worth watching). You can find 
this on Freeview or online.  As you watch, consider why the Republic lasted for so 
long and then failed so dramatically. 
 
Ultimate Rome: Empire without end https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LL_acQHNs-
o 
Eight Days that Made Rome: https://www.channel5.com/show/eight-days-that-made-
rome/ 
 
Did You Know?  
There are some fantastic characters in the Julio-Claudian dynasty, including two of 
the most famous emperors, Caligula and Nero.  One of our main sources for this 
period is a biographer called Suetonius, who wrote very gossipy accounts of each 
emperor.  He tells a lot of the more surprising stories – do you think we should 
believe all the stories below? What does that tell you about studying Ancient History? 

✔ The first emperor Augustus was murdered by his wife, who poisoned figs in 
the garden 

✔ The second emperor Tiberius almost died, but then recovered and was 
smothered in a panic because everyone was frightened of him and had 
celebrated his death 

✔ Caligula (actually called Gaius – he hated the nickname Caligula, which 
means ‘little boots’) once threatened to make his horse a consul 

✔ Caligula was so bald and hairy that he made it an offence punishable by 
death to look down on him or make comments about goats 

✔ When Caligula died, Claudius was found hiding behind a curtain and made 
emperor 

✔ Claudius was murdered by his wife, who poisoned his favourite mushrooms 
✔ Nero burnt the city of Rome, blamed the Christians, and did awful things to 

them 
 
Older people have always complained about teenagers.  Here is a quote from 
Greece in the 4th Century BC: 

 
“Teenagers these days are out of control. They eat like pigs, they are 

https://www.hsdc.ac.uk/study-with-us/alton-campus/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LL_acQHNs-o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LL_acQHNs-o
https://www.channel5.com/show/eight-days-that-made-rome/
https://www.channel5.com/show/eight-days-that-made-rome/
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disrespectful of adults, they interrupt and contradict their parents, and they 
terrorize their teachers.” 

Aristotle - c.350 B 
 
We are looking forward to welcoming you into our Ancient History classroom and 
seeing you prove Aristotle wrong!  

https://www.hsdc.ac.uk/study-with-us/alton-campus/

